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Navigating Tomorrow’s Web:
From Searching and Browsing to Visual Exploration
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We propose a new way of navigating the Web using interactive information visualizations, and present
encouraging results from a large-scale Web study of a visual exploration system. While the Web has become
an immense, diverse information space, it has also evolved into a powerful software platform. We believe that
the established interaction techniques of searching and browsing do not sufficiently utilize these advances,
since information seekers have to transform their information needs into specific, text-based search queries
resulting in mostly text-based lists of resources. In contrast, we foresee a new type of information seeking
that is high-level and more engaging, by providing the information seeker with interactive visualizations
that give graphical overviews and enable query formulation. Building on recent work on faceted navigation,
information visualization, and exploratory search, we conceptualize this type of information navigation as
visual exploration and evaluate a prototype Web-based system that implements it. We discuss the results
of a large-scale, mixed-method Web study that provides a better understanding of the potential benefits of
visual exploration on the Web, and its particular performance challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Seeking information on the World Wide Web is an activity undertaken daily by mil-
lions of people around the world. This computer use is expanding into more and more
aspects of our daily activities as we increasingly turn to the Web as a place for infor-
mation, entertainment, and community. With broader uses of the Web, the spectrum
of available Web resources has been expanding as well. At its beginning 20 years ago,
the Web was a distributed information repository dominated by basic hypertext. Since
then, it has become an ever growing and changing information space featuring diverse
resources and rich links indicating social, semantic, and spatial relationships.
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Browsing and searching have been and still are the fundamental interaction tech-
niques on the Web. Since the beginning of the Web, information seekers use Web search
to find relevant resources and follow hyperlinks from one Web page to the next. With
the ongoing evolution of search engines, Web users gain quicker access to much more
content with improving control over what they can access. However, while the spec-
trum of resources continues to broaden, most developments in Web search unfolded in
the back-end of search engines concerning the technical infrastructure and algorithms
for crawling, indexing, and retrieving billions of Web resources. The appearance of the
interfaces used for Web-based information seeking has been evolving at a much slower
pace. The canonical search interface is still a text-based query box, followed by results
that are typically broken up into paginated, textual lists. While this approach usually
leads to some relevant resources, it lacks overviews of the information space.

We see visual exploration as the next navigation technique on the Web, in addition
to searching and browsing. Visual exploration involves the use of Web-based visualiza-
tions integrating visual overviews with interactive querying. It is well understood that
information visualization can make large volumes of data more accessible through vi-
sual representation and interaction [Card et al. 1999]. Leveraging the predisposition
of human cognition towards visual perception, visualizations can provide summarized
views of information that can be more easily grasped by the viewer [Healey et al.
1996]. Drawing from visual information seeking in databases [Ahlberg and Shneider-
man 1994] and faceted navigation along multiple categorizations [English et al. 2002],
visual exploration is part of an ongoing evolution towards higher-level and more engag-
ing ways of interacting with information spaces. For example, interactive geographic
maps and tag clouds can be seen as the harbingers of visual exploration on the Web.
As much as searching is tightly connected with browsing, we anticipate that visual
exploration will be complementary to these existing navigation techniques.

In this work, we develop the concept of visual exploration as a novel type of naviga-
tion combining the power of visualization with information seeking. So far, visualiza-
tion is rarely deployed in the context of information seeking, which is why there is little
evidence for its potential. The main research question behind this work is: What are
the potential benefits and performance challenges of visual exploration? To answer this
question, we conducted a large-scale, Web-based study using previously introduced vi-
sualization widgets (VisGets) that integrate graphical summarization with interactive
query formulation [Dörk et al. 2008]. Based on a mixed-method approach, the results
provide findings about the system’s performance, participants’ uses of the visualiza-
tion interface, and their reaction to visual exploration. We discuss the implications for
the design of visual exploration systems and challenges for further research.

2. BACKGROUND
The challenge of making sense of growing information spaces is not new. In fact, hu-
mans have struggled with information overload since the printing press [Rosenberg
2003]. More recently, we observe the emergence of interdisciplinary fields devoted to
the study of information seeking and visualization in the context of digital information
spaces, in particular the Web.

2.1. Understanding Web-based Information Seeking
According to the traditional model of information retrieval, the information seeker
articulates their information need as a query, after which the system retrieves the best
possible set of results [e.g., Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 2011]. While the traditional
model focuses on search queries and emphasizes the search system and its retrieval
performance, there has been considerable research on information seeking behaviour
highlighting the searcher’s motivations and needs.
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Several human-centred models compare information seeking with our evolutionary
heritage of gathering food. Bates [1989] characterizes online information seeking as
berrypicking involving a variety of sources and tools. The metaphor of collecting food
is extended with information foraging, during which the searcher weighs the cost of
retrieving a given resource against the information value it suggests [Pirolli and Card
1995]. Based on a diary study on email, file, and Web search, orienteering describes an
information seeking style that includes small situated steps toward a target, requiring
less cognitive effort than explicit search, and providing a sense of orientation [Teevan
et al. 2004]. These models of information seeking suggest an engaging and stimulating
movement through information spaces, while current search interfaces rely on mostly
textual, ranked lists.

To study Web-based information seeking, a wide range of methodologies are possible.
Early studies include surveys, field work, and lab experiments with data gathering
methods such as query logs, observations, and interviews [Hsieh-Yee 2001]. Mixed-
method approaches allow the collection of both qualitative and quantitative data [Choo
et al. 2000]. Tracking implicit measures such as mouse movement, dwell time, and
text selections does not require active feedback from participants [Kelly and Teevan
2003]. It may be beneficial to ask participants to install customized Web clients that
provide such additional tracking functionality [Catledge and Pitkow 1995; Kellar et al.
2007]. It has also been shown that implicit measures can be tracked without modifying
the Web client [Atterer et al. 2006]. In order to study information seeking systems
holistically it has been argued to integrate methods from information retrieval and
information seeking research [Kelly et al. 2009].

Navigating hypertext consists of the complementary dyad of searching and brows-
ing [Marchionini and Shneiderman 1988; Bates 1989; Choo et al. 2000]. Typically in-
volving low-level navigation, the onus is on the information seeker to formulate queries
and consider results to gain a sense of overview of the information space. This ap-
proach, however, becomes problematic as the number of sources increases, along with
the volume of (possibly relevant) information. While keyword search and link browsing
have been the dominant interaction techniques on the Web, there is a growing interest
in going beyond the ‘10 blue links’ [Broder et al. 2010] and supporting more exploratory
search [White et al. 2006; Marchionini 2006]. However, there are few techniques ex-
plicitly designed for exploratory search. One prominent exploratory search technique
is faceted navigation. Faceted navigation interfaces provide the searcher with multiple
content-oriented facets that can be navigated without having to enter queries [English
et al. 2002]. Several studies show the benefits of faceted navigation, for example, for
exploring photos [Yee et al. 2003] and a library catalog [Kules et al. 2009]. Visualiza-
tions can be integrated into faceted interfaces to represent distributions across facet
values [e.g., Stefaner et al. 2008].

2.2. Supporting Information Seeking with Visualization
Another approach for making information seeking more exploratory is using informa-
tion visualization, which can be understood as “the use of computer-supported, inter-
active, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition” [Card et al. 1999,
p.7]. Considerable research has been done to study how visualization can help infor-
mation seekers to formulate queries and assess retrieved search results.

Information workspaces were an early approach to exploring information in digital
environments designed to optimize the cost structure of information seeking [Card
et al. 1991]. Systems that followed this approach typically featured three-dimensional
interfaces for focus+context views [Mackinlay et al. 1991], hierarchy and network vi-
sualizations [Robertson et al. 1991; Hendley et al. 1995; Hearst and Karadi 1997], and
window or page layouts [Card et al. 1996]. These systems suggested novel ways of rep-
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resenting information structures such as filesystems and hypertext links through 3D
visualizations, however, the metadata or contents of a collection were not visualized.

In order to represent several data dimensions and indicate relationships between
them, multiple coordinated views integrate several visualizations into one inter-
face [Baldonado et al. 2000]. Zooming into a specific region of one view updates the
linked views accordingly [Buja et al. 1991]. Similarly, temporarily selecting items in
one visualization highlights all corresponding items in the linked views. For example,
geographic information can be explored in an interface where two linked visualizations
are provided for spatial and conceptual domains [Cai 2001]. Coordinated views have
not yet been utilized for Web-based information seeking.

Previous research has explored the role of interactive visualizations for formulat-
ing queries primarily against offline databases. For example, dynamic queries provide
interactive graphical elements acting as visual filters tightly coupled with visualiza-
tions [Ahlberg and Shneiderman 1994; Spence and Tweedie 1998]. It has been shown
that interactive selections in an information visualization can be used to successively
reduce data to subsets [Hofmann and Theus 1998; Theus 2002] and adjust visual rep-
resentations of query terms [Spoerri 1993; Jones 1999]. These early attempts to utilize
interactive visualization for formulating search queries have so far not been widely
applied to Web-based information seeking.

Besides query formulation, there has been considerable research on using informa-
tion visualization for the display of search results. Result visualizations can be distin-
guished between preview and overview displays [Greene et al. 2000]. In order to help
searchers assess the relevance of search results, small per-result visualizations can
represent document-query similarities and document characteristics integrated into
list or table layouts [e.g., Hearst 1995; Klein et al. 2002]. Results can also be displayed
as enhanced visual previews that combine thumbnails with text snippets [Woodruff
et al. 2001; Teevan et al. 2009]. Many visual search tools that are available on the Web1

focus almost entirely on the visual content of resources and display simple thumbnails,
but rarely use visualization to provide enhanced previews or overviews. One approach
to add higher-level visual overviews of search results is to utilize the layout. For ex-
ample, result thumbnails can be positioned according to a visualization such as a bar
chart, as demonstrated by the zoomable search interface PivotViewer2. Overview vi-
sualizations can provide context for retrieved search results [Clarkson et al. 2009]
and interactive access to whole document collections or result sets using spatialization
methods, such as multi-dimensional scaling [Wise et al. 1995; Cribbin 2009]. Generat-
ing visual overviews of entire collections is still computationally expensive, especially
for large information spaces, such as the Web.

Recently there has been work at the intersection between faceted navigation and
information visualization. For small collections and databases, novel visual interfaces
integrate query formulation with result representation. For example, the FacetMap
and FacetLens interfaces represent multiple interactive facets of personal information
collections and databases [Smith et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2009]. The Elastic Lists tech-
nique also encodes the number of members per facet value using relative height per
list item to represent content distribution across facets [Stefaner and Müller 2007; Ste-
faner et al. 2008]. These advances are very promising and hint at what we will describe
later in this article as visual information exploration. So far there has not been any
formal research on the performance of such systems and the benefits for Web-based
information seeking.

1For example, oSkope: http://www.oskope.com/.
2http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/pivotviewer/
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2.3. Web-based Information Visualization
Since the beginning of the Web, not only have the range and number of resources been
expanding, but also the possibilities for interactivity and graphics. However, until re-
cently most visualization research focused on static data sources and local visualiza-
tion logic. Since the Web is becoming a powerful medium for information visualization
that can be utilized as both a data source and a delivery mechanism [Rohrer and Swing
1997], we are increasingly seeing information visualization running in Web browsers
and representing Web data.

At first, Web-based information visualization relied on browser extensions such as
Flash and Java. Now, rich graphics and interactivity are becoming natively supported
by current Web browsers as the HTML standard is maturing. Furthermore, we have
seen a push towards asynchronous communication between browser and server logic,
allowing for much larger information spaces to be explored [Garrett 2005]. We are
seeing work on client-side libraries that support interactive visualizations in the Web
browser [Huynh et al. 2007; Bostock and Heer 2009]. These and other advances of the
Web as a platform have made Web-based visualization much more feasible. Enabling
a responsive interface is still a significant challenge, especially when the data to be
displayed is distributed across the Internet. While some research on this has been
done (e.g., using preview and refinement phases for queries [Plaisant et al. 1999], or
dividing data manipulation between client and server based on the complexity of the
visualization [Wood et al. 1996]), it remains an open problem to ensure responsiveness
and interactivity when large amounts of data are distributed over the Web.

With information visualization moving onto the Web, a novel type of visualization
practice is evolving that is targeted to support casual uses of information visualiza-
tion [Pousman et al. 2007]. For example, Web-based visualizations of historic baby
names [Wattenberg 2005] and emotions expressed in social media [Harris and Kam-
var 2006] share a sense of playfulness and artistic appeal. Furthermore, visualizations
are increasingly becoming part of Web communities where data and visualizations are
shared and actively discussed [Viégas and Wattenberg 2007].

Another trend is that we see more and more data on the Web that are increasingly
structured and semantically organized [Berners-Lee et al. 2001]. While this allows for
more sophisticated queries against Web data [Berners-Lee et al. 2006], a particular
problem is making this information easily accessible without requiring training or
specific knowledge [Heath 2008]. A large portion of research on visualizing hypertext
and semantic data focused on navigation hierarchies [Nation et al. 1997] and node-link
diagrams [Reeve et al. 2006]. Large-scale information repositories, such as Wikipedia,
can be transformed into semantic information repositories [Auer et al. 2007], which
enable sophisticated queries, custom visualization creation [Chan et al. 2008], and
automatic visualizations via schema matching [Cammarano et al. 2007]. Furthermore,
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds containing structured metadata can be explored
with spatial and temporal filters [Chen et al. 2007]. However, these controls do not
provide multi-dimensional visual overviews or multi-level granularities.

Two visualization techniques that have become prevalent on the Web are tag clouds
and geographic maps. A tag cloud is a simple technique that visualizes free-form key-
words and their occurrences among shared resources such as bookmarks or photos.
There have been suggestions to improve layout and drawing of tag clouds [Hassan-
Montero and Herrero-Solana 2006; Kaser and Lemire 2007]. However, the simple al-
phabetically sorted tag cloud of differently sized keywords is probably the most widely
used. Studies have shown that tag clouds support a range of information seeking tasks
through different ways of formatting and positioning text [Rivadeneira et al. 2007].
Interestingly, tag clouds have become popular visualizations without any involvement
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of the academic information visualization community [Viégas and Wattenberg 2008].
While tag clouds are often used to summarize topical aspects of Web resources, in-
teractive geographic maps have become widely used to display geospatial aspects of
shared resources. With the introduction of Google Maps and its Web-based API, Web
developers were able to embed rich interactive maps into their applications and rep-
resent their resources on ‘slippery maps’. There has also been considerable work on
combining geographic maps with tag clouds. Many Web resources feature both topi-
cal and geospatial aspects, which can then be explored using integrated displays that
combine maps and tag clouds [Slingsby et al. 2007]. Furthermore, the co-occurrence
of tags and GPS information in photos can be used to find representative tags that
describe different regions of the world [Ahern et al. 2007].

3. VISUAL EXPLORATION ON THE WEB
In this section, we describe visual exploration as an emerging approach to interacting
with Web-based information spaces. Current advances around Web-based visualiza-
tion and faceted navigation enable this novel type of information seeking that em-
braces the Web as both an information space and a visualization platform.

3.1. Searching and Browsing the Web
The Web is a collection of large information spaces with many diverse resources. The
canonical interaction techniques for exploring Web resources (searching and brows-
ing) require the information seeker to formulate and adjust search queries, evaluate
retrieved documents, and navigate along multiple hyperlinks. There are fundamental
limitations to this approach of information seeking:

— Specific. Conventional Web search interfaces require the information seeker to trans-
form a possibly vague information need into specific search terms. This can be prob-
lematic when the person is interested in learning about a new subject and cannot
explicitly express the information need in words.

— Low-level. Searching and browsing follow a bottom-up approach in which the infor-
mation seeker engages in low-level tasks scanning result items and skimming indi-
vidual Web pages. This approach does not scale well to very large information spaces
like library catalogs, photo collections, or the Web itself.

— Ranked. Search interfaces display results as ranked text snippets or thumbnails.
The ranking criteria are typically unknown and only the tip of an iceberg is displayed.
This approach works very well when the information seeker is looking for a specific
resource, however, it is difficult to grasp the extent of an information space and get
an overview of many resources.

— Textual. While search queries are typically formulated in text form, most search
interfaces also display results using textual snippets. With the integration of thumb-
nails and maps into Google’s search result listings, there are promising developments
away from an over-emphasis of text.

As information spaces are growing and changing, we need new exploration mecha-
nisms in order to make better sense of them. Current technical trends suggest that
it may now be more possible than ever to apply visualization to information seek-
ing on the Web. Web-based information is becoming increasingly semantic, or can be
turned into a more structured form, and today’s Web browsers allow for richer interac-
tion and graphics without requiring specific browser plugins to be installed. Further-
more, more recent approaches blending information visualization and faceted naviga-
tion seem promising and need to be carried further forward.
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3.2. Towards Visual Exploration
Exploring information on the Web today requires the information seeker to gradu-
ally develop a sense of orientation by entering search queries and following selected
Web links. The idea behind visual information exploration is to combine interactive
visualization with retrieval tools to support a new type of information seeking that is
engaging, high-level, multi-faceted, and multi-modal:

— Engaging. Information seekers can choose the way they interact with the informa-
tion space. Interactive visualizations support direct manipulation of graphical ele-
ments as query constraints. As search queries are created and adjusted by using in-
teractive visualizations, these same visualizations instantly reflect the current query
integrating query refinement with information overview.

— High-level. Visualizations summarize meaningful aspects of an information space
providing high-level perspectives on the resources. Visual cues for rapid comprehen-
sion are designed to support the information seeker in surveying relevant items or
possibly discovering interesting topics more easily.

— Multi-faceted. With most resources on the Web featuring several data dimensions,
visual exploration provides visual and interactive access to meaningful facets that
can be regarded as complementary perspectives for navigating through a collection
and viewing its resources.

— Multi-modal. Depending on the information need, the searcher can choose how to
express queries using visual and/or textual representations. If present, the visual
exploration interface displays both textual and visual previews of resources as well
as visual summaries of the information space or a subset thereof.

To support visual information exploration, the relationship between the system and
the information seeker should be complementary. This idea is related to the notion of
human-computer symbiosis [Licklider 1960], which assigns low-level routines to com-
puters and high-level activities to humans. In the case of visual information explo-
ration, low-level tasks such as data aggregation and mapping are carried out by the
system, in order to support the information seeker in higher-level cognitive tasks such
as exploring, learning, and reasoning.

3.3. Multiple Human-oriented Facets
With visual information exploration, we shift away from system-oriented dimensions
to human-oriented conceptual facets as the basis for visualization and information
seeking. System-oriented dimensions are directly derived from storage and data struc-
tures, such as database fields, index terms, and directory hierarchies. Human-oriented
facets refer to facets of an information space that are meaningful and significant to the
information seeker. Human-oriented facets can be derived from low-level data dimen-
sions available within the information space. For example, timestamps or geospatial
tuples of latitude and longitude are low-level representations that can be converted
into accessible conceptual representations, such as the publication date of a document
or the country of origin of an author.

We assume that information needs are easier to describe using facets that fit better
with the mental models of information seekers. Database fields, link graphs, or hier-
archies are system-oriented dimensions, but they do not adequately represent human
information needs or the content of information sources. Web resources are unique in
their inter-linked structure, but they have many more types of facets that cannot be
sufficiently captured by link graphs alone.

As an individual human-oriented facet is unlikely to suffice for visual exploration of
an information space, a combination of multiple facets offers greater expressiveness,
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especially if they are relevant to the information seeker and suitable for the infor-
mation space. A visual exploration system should therefore expose multiple human-
oriented facets as interactive visualizations.

4. VISGETS: A WEB-BASED VISUAL EXPLORATION SYSTEM
To empirically investigate the concept of visual exploration, we use the previously
introduced VisGets as a functional exemplar. Offering a faceted visualization inter-
face, VisGets were designed to provide interactive and visual methods for formulating
multi-dimensional queries against items in RSS feeds [Dörk et al. 2008]. In the follow-
ing, we briefly summarize the functionality of the system.

Fig. 1. The visual exploration interface includes a data collection chooser, three visualization widgets (Vis-
Gets), a textual search query box, and the current set of results. Complex queries can be specified by inter-
acting with sliders, a geographic map, and a tag cloud; here the parameters are set to late May 2010, Central
America, and ‘politics’. By hovering over an element, other related elements are highlighted; here the mouse
pointer hovers over a cluster near Cuba highlighting results, certain days of the month, and related tags
such as ‘internationalrelations’ and ‘law’.

The VisGets interface provides three interactive visualizations representing re-
source distributions along time, location, and tags (see Figure 1). An individual VisGet
is a visualization widget that combines visual aggregation with interactive query for-
mulation along a particular dimension. It can be thought of as an interactive lens
on a particular facet of the information space. Query parameters can be interactively
changed within a VisGet through direct manipulation with a mouse pointer. The vi-
sual elements that enable interaction are either embedded into the visualization or
provided as associated controls. In addition, a conventional text search can comple-
ment a visual search.

While an individual visualization represents one aspect of an information space, sev-
eral coordinated visualizations provide multi-faceted access to the data. Setting and
changing query parameters in multiple visualizations allows the interactive formula-
tion of multi-dimensional queries. Furthermore, VisGets provide weighted brushing,
a transient interaction technique that only requires hovering the mouse pointer over
a visual element in any visualization. This causes related elements in the interface to
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be highlighted. The degree of relatedness between the “brushed” element (where the
mouse is currently hovering) and “linked” elements (related to the brushed element) is
indicated by opacity. The darker the highlight is, the stronger the relationship is. For
example, the tag ‘internationalrelations’ has a stronger relationship with the hovered
location than ‘elections’ (see Figure 1).

The information items that comply with the multi-dimensional query are displayed
in the results area below the VisGets (Figure 1: bottom). While only a limited num-
ber of results can be displayed at once, the visualizations represent all results within
the current constraints. As the information seeker interacts with the visualizations by
changing query parameters, items are removed and added through animated transi-
tions. Each result item constitutes a hyperlink to the actual information source. Hov-
ering over a result item shows a preview of the resource.

The architecture of the VisGets system is distributed between Web server and
browser: presentation and interaction logic runs as JavaScript in the browser, while
data-centric functionality is implemented in PHP on the server. The first iteration of
the system [Dörk et al. 2008] situated aggregation logic on the client side, which im-
plied that for any high-level overview of voluminous results, the browser needed to re-
trieve the facet information (time, location, tags) of all items being visualized. During
casual use of the system, we observed intensive client-side processing and high band-
width use on relatively large selections. It became apparent that the load distribution
between client and server needed to be adjusted in order to support large information
spaces. We have since re-designed the visualization logic so that the server primarily
sends aggregate information to the browser, instead of requiring large data transfers.

5. WEB STUDY
To better understand the potential of visual exploration we undertook a large-scale,
Web-based study that attracted 763 participants over a period of 16 weeks. The aim
of our study was to empirically examine how people would use a visual exploration
system, what their reaction would be to visualization-enabled search, and how the
components of the system would operate. The main research questions are: What are
the possible benefits and problems of visual exploration? How does a visual exploration
system perform during use?

In order to answer our research questions, we chose a mixed-method approach that
relies on qualitative and quantitative data collection. It is not possible to provide gen-
eralizable, realistic, and precise findings with one method alone [McGrath 1995]. By
utilizing multiple methods it was possible to learn about both human use and system
performance as well as their interrelationships [Jick 1979]. This allows us to contextu-
alize and disambiguate findings from one method by using another. Furthermore, we
can explore correlations between different types of measurements.

It was our intention to keep the study open-ended to get a more general sense of the
potential of visual exploration. For this reason, we included a wide range of measure-
ments and let participants provide unstructured feedback. Since visual exploration is
still a relatively new area, we reasoned that an overly focused or comparative study
would be less useful to learn about visual exploration, when it is not clear what im-
portant factors are. Instead, we see the study as an initial step to better understand
visual exploration and identify future research challenges.

In the following, we first describe the study setup and procedure, followed by details
about the data collection and an overview of participants’ demographics and study
sessions. As quantitative and qualitative data require different analytical methods, we
discuss the analysis and results for the quantitative data separately from the analysis
and results for the qualitative data.
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5.1. Setup and Procedure
The visual exploration system under study was hosted by our computer science depart-
ment on shared Web and database servers.3 The study was publicized mostly by post-
ings on mailing lists and Web sites that are related to visualization and Web research.
For example, the study recruitment notice was featured on the popular visualization
blog information aesthetics.4

Due to compatibility issues, only participants with recent Web browser versions of
Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari, and Google Chrome could participate. These were the
browsers with the most consistent standard support at the time of the study. We did not
include Microsoft Internet Explorer as it had several inconsistencies in the interface
rendering. When an unsupported browser was detected, the index page of the study
stated these requirements and displayed links to the three browser Web sites. There
was no restriction on the operating system used by the participant.

After indicating informed consent on a dedicated page, participants were guided
through four main steps of the study. For each of the steps the interface displayed a link
at the bottom of the screen, allowing participants to return or skip parts of the study.
Participants could leave the study at any time by closing the window or navigating to
another Web site. The four parts of the study are described in the following with the
corresponding screenshots shown in Figures 2 and 3.

(1) Questionnaire. The pre-study questionnaire sought voluntary information about
the age, gender, and Web experience of participants.

(2) Introduction. Some background information was provided about the Web-based
dataset, with an invitation to freely explore the resources using the interface.

(3) Interaction. The main part was the interaction with the visual exploration inter-
face during which the quantitative performance measures were collected.

(4) Feedback. The last step asked participants to provide free-form comments and
suggestions. The interface displayed a confirmation dialog box when closing the
window without leaving feedback.

5.2. Data Collection
In order to learn about the system performance and the end-user experience, both
quantitative and qualitative data were collected. The quantitative measures were col-
lected during interaction with the visual exploration interface, focusing on the usage
and performance of the system. The post-study form allowed us to elicit unstructured
feedback from participants as qualitative information.

Performance measures. The quantitative measures collected by the visual explo-
ration system were chosen in part to characterize system performance. These mea-
sures can be regarded as implicit as suggested by Atterer et al. [2006], since the data
collection did not require explicit interaction by the participants beyond the use of the
system. We focused on queries and query changes as basic interactions for which per-
formance can be measured. When participants change query constraints in any of the
visualizations, queries are initiated in the client and sent to the server, which gener-
ates the corresponding responses and returns them to the client. For this, the following
system performance-related measurements are logged:

— Message sizes of query responses,
— Server-side processing time, and
— Client-side waiting and processing time.

3The exploration interface is still accessible at http://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~mdoerk/view, but with
questionnaires removed and data collection disabled.
4http://infosthetics.com/
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1) Questionnaire

2) Introduction

Fig. 2. After having indicated informed consent via the consent form, the participant is guided through a
four-step process. The first two steps are a questionnaire and introductory information.
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3) Interactive Session

4) Feedback

Fig. 3. During the main part of the study the participant uses the visual interface, after which they are
asked to provide free-form feedback.
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Fig. 4. Client waiting, server processing, and client processing times were measured and logged by the
system. Based on these times, the network transit times were estimated.

In prior work, it was shown that distributed hosts can introduce significant temporal
inaccuracies, when system clocks are not synchronized [Paxson 1998]. However, for
this study we mitigate the problem of time synchronization by using relative time-
stamps, with microsecond resolution whenever possible. For the order of queries, how-
ever, we use absolute times. It is possible to estimate the network transit time by
subtracting the server processing time from the client waiting time (see Figure 4). The
client processing and waiting times together constitute the total elapsed time between
a query initiation and the rendering of the response. With these measures, we can
study the delays contributed by client, server, and network.

Application measures. In order to understand the system performance, we need to
consider it in the context of the application behaviour. For capturing application be-
haviour, the following information was logged for each query modification:

— Query strings (featuring query types and parameters),
— Cookie strings,
— Number of results corresponding to query (total, displayed, and new),
— Number of visual marks representing dates, locations, and tags.

Session cookies and per-query timestamps provide information to infer some measures
about how many queries are issued per session and how much time elapsed between
them. Using the query strings, we can determine what types of queries are issued, i. e.,
which visualization or control element was used to alter the query parameters.

Both performance and application measures, except the client-side waiting and pro-
cessing times, are measured by the server. To store the client-side measurements, they
are ‘piggybacked’ on the following query message sent from the client to the server.
This has the advantage that there are no additional logging messages confounding
performance metrics. The downside, however, is that the client-side measures of the
last query-response exchange cannot be captured.

Feedback information. The free-form comments and suggestions from participants
were stored with each session in the database. After the study concluded, a researcher
applied a stepwise coding process that is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.

5.3. Study Overview: Demographics and Sessions
In order to give an overview of the study and participants, we provide general informa-
tion about the collected data. The study was launched on March 29, and lasted until
July 20, 2009, for a total duration of 16 weeks. The information collection that was pre-
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Fig. 6. Based on the pre-study questionnaire, study participants were experienced Web users, their median
age was 30 years, and most of them were from industrialized countries.

sented in the interface were blog articles from the Global Voices project.5 The collection
was continually updated by the system, resulting in a growing dataset from 12,978 at
the beginning to 16,150 articles at the end of the study. The temporal distribution of
participation (see Figure 5, left), indicates higher activity during the first quarter of
the study period. The spike of participants on April 8 was most likely caused by the
posting on the blog information aesthetics,6 accounting for 184 (24.1%) study partici-
pants. As shown in Figure 5, middle and right, most study participants used Mozilla
Firefox as their Web browser and Microsoft Windows as their operating system.

Demographics. 763 people participated in this study. The pre-study questionnaire
was filled out by most participants: Web experience was disclosed by 81.1%, gender by
72.0%, and age by 66.7% of the participants. Based on the information from the pre-
study form, the sample population of this study can be described as technologically-
skilled, young adults from industrialized countries (see Figure 6). More than half of
our participants self-classified themselves as Web experts, and the vast majority of the
study participants considered themselves at least competent. Most participants were
young adults (20-40 years) with a median age of 30 years. 79.2% of participants were
male and 20.8% female. Using an IP lookup service7 we were able to determine the
countries of 50.2% of the participants, which showed that the majority of participants
were located in North America and Western Europe.

5http://globalvoicesonline.org/
6http://infosthetics.com/archives/2009/04/participate_in_an_online_survey_visual_information_
exploration_on_the_web.html
7http://www.hostip.info/
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Table I. Overview of study sessions and queries.

Min. Median Mean St. Dev. Max.
Length of session (s) 0 161.5 416.5 768.3 6689
Queries per session 1 11 15.3 13.9 146
Query interval (s) 0 6.3 27.8 145.8 3599

Table II. Overview of performance measures.

Min. Median Mean St. Dev. Max.
Sizes of server response (bytes) 87 2,742 11,032 14,407 55,428
Server processing times (s) 0 0.28 0.65 1.09 14.8
Client processing times (s) 0 0.46 0.70 0.85 21.9
Network transit times (s) 0 0.71 1.01 2.13 62.5
Total delays (s) 0 1.65 2.35 2.77 67.2

Sessions. During the study, we captured quantitative data about 9,012 queries,
which we subdivided into 684 sessions using cookie strings as identifiers. A session
represents an exploration period consisting of a participant’s successive interactions
with the exploration system over a reasonable time duration.

To distinguish between multiple sessions by the same participants, an idle time of
one hour was chosen as a threshold. This way a query issued after an hour of inactivity
was interpreted as the beginning of a new session by the same participant. Based on
this method of subdividing sessions, we determined that 42 (6.8%) participants revis-
ited the system, creating 105 additional sessions. Of all measured sessions, 94 (13.7%)
sessions included only the initial default query, which means that the participant did
not interact any further with the visual interface. The information that has been cap-
tured and calculated per session includes its duration, the number of queries issued,
and the time elapsed between consecutive queries during a visit (see Table I).

Based on the medians, a typical participant spent about 2.5 minutes with the system
and issued 11 queries per visit. The mean values are considerably larger, as there were
many participants that engaged with the system for much longer time periods even
longer than an hour. In fact, there was an increased likelihood of feedback submission
with longer lasting visits. Those participants that gave feedback spent on average 82%
more time with the interface and submitted 93% more queries than the participants
that did not leave feedback.

5.4. System Performance and Behaviour: Quantitative Data Analysis and Results
In the following, we present the quantitative data analysis and results, grouped by
system performance, application behaviour, and correlations between those two.

System performance. Table II summarizes the measurements of response sizes and
processing times. As indicated by a median response size of less than 3 kilobytes, and
a median total delay of less than 2 seconds, most queries resulted in relatively small
and quick responses. Plots for the probability density functions (pdf) and cumulative
distribution functions (CDF) for the response sizes and time delays are shown in Fig-
ure 7. The pdf for response sizes shows a sharp peak for very small response messages.
In the CDF for response sizes, it is apparent that approximately two-thirds of the mes-
sages were below 10 kilobytes. The time delay distribution plots show that server and
client processing delays were similarly short, while network transit times were slightly
longer. Using the delays over all queries issued by participants, we can calculate how
much client, server, and network delays have each added to the total time elapsed be-
tween query initiation and response generation (see Figure 4). Network transit (42.8%)
contributed the most to the total time, while client (29.5%) and server (27.6%) process-
ing times were approximately balanced.
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Application behaviour. A general overview of query types issued by study partici-
pants is shown in Figure 8, left. Most queries were issued using the location visualiza-
tion; the next most popular types were date, text, and tag queries. Besides dimension
or control types, we characterized queries also by the number of results and visual
marks. Results were counted as total sum of results complying to the query, number of
results displayed in the interface, and the newly loaded results. Visual marks are the
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Table III. Overview of application measures.

Min. Median Mean St. Dev. Max.
Total results 0 6 731.5 2518 15923
Displayed results 0 6 14.5 15.6 36
New results 0 0 9.3 13.3 36
Visual marks 0 21 33.7 32.8 123
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Fig. 9. Probability density function (left) and cumulative distribution function (right) for number of visual
marks displayed for a given query.

sum of visual elements in the three visualizations representing all results complying
to the query. A statistical overview of these measures per query is given in Table III.

The large spread between median and mean results per query indicate that the
majority of queries leads to small result sets, while there are some queries with many
results. The pdf and CDF plots for number of results per query are shown in Figure 8,
middle and right. The pdf plot of displayed and newly loaded results has peaks on both
sides of the plot. The peak around the minimum shows that there were many queries
with few or no results. In comparison to displayed results, the pdf for new results
is slightly skewed towards the minimum, which is expected as newly loaded results
cannot exceed the number of displayed results.

To investigate why relatively many queries resulted in very small result sets, we
took a closer look at the data. It turned out that 23% of queries led to zero results. In
order to better understand the causes of empty selections we found that 47% of no-
result queries were triggered using the map visualization and 36% by the text search.
Considering that most study participants were located in North America and Western
Europe, it could be that participants were trying to look for their own country or region.
The fact that text search queries contributed to many empty selections reflects the
specific and small information space—an observation to which we will return later. On
the other extreme, we measured 30% of queries leading to more than 36 results, which
was the maximum of results that the system displays at once in the results area of the
interface. Result sets larger than that were explorable using pagination.

The density plot for visual marks (see Figure 9, left) approximately resembles the
aforementioned distribution for results, which is expected as the visual marks should
roughly correlate with the number of results.

Relating performance and application measures. We have applied Pearson correla-
tion analyses to the performance measures (message sizes and delays) and application
states (number of visual marks and results). This way we can explore the relation-
ship between visualization (i. e., interface complexity) and system performance (i. e.,
bandwidth use and responsiveness). We expect larger response sizes and longer delays
when there are more visual marks and results displayed. This is partially confirmed by
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Table IV. Correlation coefficients r(8809) with p < .001 for correlation analyses between performance
and application measures.

Visual marks Displayed results New results Total results
Response size 0.927 0.886 0.868 0.610
Server processing time 0.420 0.359 0.305 0.704
Client processing time 0.421 0.416 0.446 0.179
Network transit time 0.061 0.053 0.062 0.033

the correlation analysis (see Table IV). We found strong correlations between response
size and the application measures, namely number of visual marks and results. With
the exception of number of total results, the application measures were at least mod-
estly correlated with server and client processing times. While the number of total
results was strongly correlated with server processing, it was only weakly correlated
with client processing time. As expected, the network transit time was not strongly
correlated with any application measure.

The relationships between performance and application measures are visualized us-
ing scatterplots in Figure 10. There are three particularly noteworthy graphs:

(1) response sizes versus number of visual marks (top left),
(2) response sizes versus total number of results (bottom left), and
(3) server processing delays versus total number of results (bottom middle).

First, the shape of the response sizes/visual marks plot suggests a non-linear re-
lationship, which may be partially caused by the co-occurrence matrix that is trans-
mitted with each query response to facilitate weighted brushing. With each additional
mark, there is a new column and row in the brushing matrix, possibly contributing
to growing response sizes. While the matrix was carefully designed to avoid redun-
dancy, we did not anticipate this strong dependency, which is supported by the high
correlation coefficient for response sizes and visual marks (see Table IV).

Second, the response sizes/total results plot shows a steep growth until around 1000
results, where the plot starts to plateau. This shows that even when many results
match a query, the response sizes are capped to a certain message size.

Third, the server processing/total results plot exhibits linearity, suggesting that
server-side processing is strongly correlated with total number of results. This obser-
vation is also reflected in the corresponding correlation coefficient in Table IV.

5.5. Participant Feedback: Qualitative Data Analysis and Results
In the following, we present the qualitative data analysis of participant feedback and
the resulting findings. The goal of the qualitative part of the study was to gain in-
sight into the end-users’ experience with the visual exploration interface, and their
thoughts about it. In particular, we wanted to see whether participants perceive value
in interactive visualization for information seeking. 195 (25.6%) participants provided
feedback information after having used the visual exploration interface. In order to
make sense of the free-form submissions and find interesting patterns, we have car-
ried out a stepwise, bottom-up coding approach:

(1) Read all comments and suggestions as a first pass to gain an overview of the par-
ticipants’ feedback (167 comments and 140 suggestions).

(2) Read all submissions again in a second pass to extract and associate codes that
represent reoccurring patterns of observations, praise and critique, types of pref-
erences, and suggestions for improvement (69 codes).

(3) Develop common themes and topics based on the extracted codes (25 themes).
(4) Categorize themes into the main types of feedback (4 categories).
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Fig. 10. Scatterplots for performance measures (response sizes, and server and client processing) and ap-
plication states (visual marks and results).

The resulting themes summarized in Table V provide an overview of the reactions
and ideas guiding further investigation into visual exploration.

General feedback. We have classified comments and suggestions according to their
general tone to have an overall gauge of participants’ appreciation of the system. We
found the majority of submissions to be positive (59%), while there was also negative
(23%) and neutral (18%) feedback. This result does not provide specific insight, but it
indicates general interest in visual exploration and its potential.

The two most common observations made by participants can be attributed to the
prototypical nature of our study system. Many of the participants that submitted feed-
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Table V. Overview of common themes of comments and suggestions among participants’ feedback.
Figures in brackets are the numbers of participants that shared the corresponding type of feedback.

General positive: mostly favourable statements (115)
feedback negative: mostly critical statements (44)

neutral: ambiguous submission without critique or praise (36)
specific or limited data set, interest in other data or for Web search (48)
slow query updates (30)

Reactions to time visualization: positive (14), negative (12)
components map visualization: positive (20), negative (18)

tag visualization: positive (13), negative (9)
weighted brushing: positive (13), negative (8)
dimension preference: favoured one or two dimensions over another (26)

Usefulness praised existence of multiple dimensions (22)
and learning suggested value or purpose (18) / questioned value or purpose (9)

stated that it took a while to learn and understand interface (16)
compared to conventional search as complement or alternative (15)
noted ease and intuitiveness (13)

Critique of results as squares hard to read; list view better (25)
interface frozen interaction while loading problematic; suggesting delays (16)

map too small, not detailed enough (15)
improve time slider, e.g., sliding windows, last x days (14)
interface too small; suggesting fluid layout (13)

back pointed out the limited data set for exploration and the slow performance of query
responses. With regard to the limited data set, many participants (48) expressed sig-
nificant interest in using visual exploration for general Web search and for data they
are personally interested in. This can be interpreted as evidence of the potential use-
fulness that participants ascribe to visual exploration.

“I would like to use this on other data sources such as flickr or blogs I am
actually interested in. It would be great if I can connect it to blogs I have
subscribed.” [P15]

“I could use it for monitoring the new information for my research and to
monitor ebay auctions that are appearing. I actually think it is a good idea.”
[P123]

“If it were more inclusive (of information available on the Web), so that any
old search term would get a hit, then I think it would be very useful for
drilling down to information.” [P375]

While delays of about 2 seconds for query-responses appeared reasonably fast to us,
several participants (30) identified the slowness of the system as a problem that would
interrupt interactions.

“Loading/reloading whenever I changed anything took a while though - felt
cumbersome.” [P53]

“It’s slow - I’m not sure if it’s because of my connection, or because of your
system.” [P180]

Reactions to components. We also found recurring comments on particular compo-
nents of the interface, i. e., the three interactive visualizations and weighted brushing.
While the majority of reactions towards interface components were positive, there were
almost as many negative or critical responses. Interestingly, there were many feed-
back submissions (26) in which participants explicitly expressed a relatively strong
preference for one or two dimensions while downplaying another, however, different
participants had different preferences.
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“geo- and time- search are awesome criteria, and generally much better in
this visual format than in text boxes/drop downs” [P47]

“I found the map really useful, the word cloud less so.” [P156]

“I enjoy the contextual tagging as a mechanism for filtering as well as the
date range filter - I did not find the locational system as useful.” [P247]

Usefulness and learning. Possibly the most encouraging reactions from participants
were about the potential usefulness of the visual exploration system and its learnabil-
ity. Several feedback submissions (22) explicitly commended the presence of multiple
dimensions for searching instead of just one:

“I like the complete integration of all these channels of search.” [P61]

“I liked how I could easily switch from locale to subject searching and how I
could see then those interrelated.” [P564]

“It’s very interesting to visualise a search with the tools that we already
know and use, but together for once.” [P627]

On more general terms, several feedback submissions (18) discussed the value or pur-
pose of a visual exploration interface for particular types of information seeking:

“The system seems a lot more useful as a tool for exploration than a tool for
finding something specific.” [P155]

“It could for instance be very useful for the search interface of a hotel book-
ing system. The user would easily see when rooms are available, where they
are clustered and what attributes the hotels have.” [P182]

“This interface is resourceful for certain type of information need which I
can’t explicitly describe.” [P572]

There were also some feedback submissions (9) in which participants expressed doubt
about the usefulness of a visual exploration interface:

“I found myself clicking around at random and I can’t get a feel for how
useful this would be in a real day-to-day task.” [P151]

“I don’t see why anyone would want to take the trouble to use this, except
for very random Web tourism.” [P472]

“If I had a choice I would just browse news Websites.” [P658]

Several participants (16) mentioned the effort and time required to get used to the
interface and learn its functionalities:

“It is not as intuitive as I thought it would be. It took me a bit to understand
how to work it.” [P11]

“it took me about 15 minutes to discover every feature of this rich interface.
After that, it was a real pleasure to use” [P383]

On the other hand, almost as many participants (13) emphasized the ease of using the
visual exploration interface, for example:

“Simple, doesn’t take too long to get familiar with it, even without instruc-
tions.” [P109]

“very user friendly. It only takes a couple of mouse moves to get familiar
with the engine” [P627]
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Critique of interface. The last category of themes that came up in the feedback sub-
missions relates to the usability of the visual exploration interface. Most of these sug-
gestions are typically straightforward to address and do not question the overall via-
bility of visual exploration. Instead they provide opportunities for improvement of our
particular interface. Several participants (25) mentioned that the tiled squares repre-
senting results made it hard to read titles. Some submissions suggested list views for
better scanning. Another problem that was articulated several times (16), is the frozen
state while the system is processing a query update—this observation is related to the
aforementioned statements on slow query responses. Furthermore, participants sug-
gested larger screen areas devoted to the map visualization (15) and the interface in
general (13). Several submissions (14) proposed improvements for the time visualiza-
tion, including the idea of sliding windows for the last x days.

6. DISCUSSION
The Web study gave us insight into the performance behaviour of a visual exploration
system and feedback from information seekers. The quantitative results can be seen
as initial achievements, yet also indicators of major challenges. The qualitative feed-
back provides context for our performance measures and a better understanding of
the potential of visual exploration. In the following, we discuss the implications of our
results and explore open challenges for research and design.

6.1. Rapid and Fluid Exploration
Response sizes were relatively small and primarily correlated with the number of ele-
ments displayed or changed in the interface. This indicates that having allocated the
intensive data processing to the server and sending only aggregate data to the client
helped limit bandwidth use. However, even with a median response time of less than
2 seconds per query change, many participants commented on the slowness of query
responses, in particular, because further interaction was suspended during response
generation. Considering that the median interval between queries was six seconds,
this means participants spent about a third of their time waiting. A closer look re-
vealed that the server-side delays were strongly correlated with the total number of
results, which suggests that our current system does not yet scale well with regard to
responsiveness on much larger collections.

Rapid responsiveness. Being used to near-instantaneous results from conventional
search engines, information seekers will similarly expect rapid responses from visual
exploration systems. Conventional indexing approaches for information retrieval are
based on text-based keywords, not on multiple facets represented as interactive, in-
terlinked visualizations. Processing complex queries against large, dynamic informa-
tion spaces in the shortest time possible requires more research on pre-computation
methods and indexing schemes. Considering the substantial computational resources
necessary to provide mostly textual result lists for Web search, it is apparent that
generating multiple visualizations representing results of equally large information
spaces can be considered a grand research challenge.

Fluid interaction. The current design of our visual exploration system requires the
information seeker to wait between queries, obviating further interaction with the sys-
tem until the response has been processed. The feedback from participants suggests
that this behaviour can be frustrating and that a non-blocking interaction would be
preferable. Ideally, a visual exploration interface should always be ready to receive
user input, with imperceptible processing delays. The question is how to achieve an
always-ready, non-blocking interface when each interaction typically leads to some de-
lay until changes to visual interface elements are finished.
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6.2. Flexible and Diverse Facets
Many participants highlighted the value of some particular facets over others, and
many praised the fact that the interface featured multiple facets. These observations
support the idea of multi-faceted exploration, but also reveal that information seek-
ers may have substantial preferences for certain facets. Participants also noted that
it could be very useful to combine visual exploration with conventional Web search.
While the studied version of the visual exploration system had a fixed number of facets
and an inflexible layout of visualizations, these results suggest that future exploration
interfaces need to provide higher levels of diversity and flexibility.

Visualization diversity. In order to access a wide range of information spaces, and
possibly even the Web as a whole, with a common visual exploration interface, a wealth
of interactive visualizations have to be designed to represent all significant facets of
the resources. The main requirements for a visualization are to visually summarize
the resources along a facet and enable interactive query formulation.

Interface flexibility. As information seekers’ preferences can vary greatly, visual ex-
ploration interfaces need to be designed with flexibility in mind. The interface could
first suggest a set of visualizations most likely to be used with the given search query,
but the information seeker should also be able to change the selection and size of the
visualizations. Aggregating the choices of facets made by many information seekers
could help improve the initial selections.

6.3. Suitable Application Areas
A considerable number of participants indicated that they were not interested in the
blog articles displayed by the system, yet preferred exploring other information spaces
that they were personally more interested in. Examples ranged between hotel bookings
and academic literature review. From this the question arises, which application areas
are suitable for visual exploration? Would visual exploration be useful for a wide range
of information spaces and exploration tasks? Participants of our study mentioned a
broad range of tasks and domains, such as exploring social media, professional docu-
ments, commercial products and services, and even general Web resources. While we
can only speculate as to which of these application areas would actually benefit from
visual exploration, we can approach this question from two angles: information tasks
and resource types.

Information tasks. We defined visual exploration as a high-level form of information
seeking. In contrast to searching and browsing, visual exploration is not primarily
aimed to access specific resources, but rather to see overviews of an information space.
This distinction excludes focused information tasks such as locating a known resource
(e.g., a specific book) or finding a simple fact (e.g., the outside temperature). Visual
exploration is likely to be more useful for open-ended information tasks such as ex-
ploring what is trending in social media a given day, comparing products along several
dimensions, or gaining an overview of a research area. The main distinction is the ob-
jective of the task. Searching and browsing aims for accessing individual resources,
while visual exploration targets accessing information spaces at a higher level using
interactive visualizations.

Resource types. To determine whether visual exploration is suitable for a given in-
formation space, one has to examine the relevant aspects of the resources. To expose
these aspects, a visual exploration interface relies either on well-structured metadata
or robust content analysis. It might be easier to apply visual exploration to homoge-
nous information spaces with resources that share the same data facets. For example,
the bibliographic information associated with books typically has a high consistency
including at least publication date, publisher, and subject headings. One could devise
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specific visual representations for these facets, but it is also possible to map them to
more generic representations, such as the visualizations for time, location, and tags
used in the study prototype. While these generic visualizations might not capture all
data intricacies, they allow for integrated exploration of a range of resource types
that have similar facets. Applying visual exploration to more heterogenous informa-
tion spaces would require mechanisms that harmonize similar facets to coexist in the
same visualizations. Furthermore, a subset of resources may share a very specific facet
that may be irrelevant for the larger information space. For example, price does not
make much sense for Web resources in general, but is an essential aspect of commer-
cial products and services. A visual exploration system designed for diverse informa-
tion spaces needs to support flexible mechanisms for choosing and changing facets and
their visualizations.

6.4. Learning to Visually Explore Information
Study participants compared the interface with other search tools and suggested that
it could be very useful for exploratory information seeking. However, the novelty of
visual exploration in contrast to conventional search tools was apparent, with several
participants highlighting the need to take some time to understand how the interface
worked. We observed a prevalent information retrieval problem when going through
the usage logs: 23% of queries triggered empty result sets. This suggests that a consid-
erable number of participants had some problems using the interface to find resources
or used the visualizations regardless of the number of returned results. Queries that
led to no results were mostly initiated using the location visualization and text search,
possibly due to the limited dataset of blog posts about non-Western regions.

Supporting new visual explorers. While the concept of visual exploration can be seen
as a continuation of previous related research, it is likely that many information seek-
ers used to the search-and-browse paradigm need help in understanding and utilizing
visual exploration for their needs. One way of introducing visual exploration to infor-
mation seekers is to integrate interactive visualizations into conventional search-and-
browse interfaces, and provide optional gateways to visual exploration. For example,
in a conventional search interface, interactive query visualizations could be suggested
based on the initial search query submitted by the information seeker. Another way is
to integrate help into the interface providing explanations of the different functionali-
ties of a visual exploration interface.

Avoiding empty result sets. Queries leading to no results can be discouraging and par-
ticipants of this study produced many of them. Instead, visual exploration interfaces
should help information seekers find relevant and interesting resources. One strength
of faceted navigation interfaces is that empty results never occur, as only facet val-
ues that actually lead to results are displayed as links. The question is how a visual
exploration interface would indicate that an interaction would not yield any results.

6.5. Studying Visual Exploration
The mixed methodology comprising both quantitative and qualitative data collection
allowed us to relate different types of insight: the performance and potential of visual
exploration systems. The measurements and logs provided a rich picture of system
behaviour and performance, and the feedback from 195 participants was generally
supportive and constructive. Compared to lab-based studies, we were able to record
many more sessions. However, we noticed also a great variance in participation levels
and session durations. In the following, we briefly discuss limitations of our study and
the implications for future research.

Limited population. Based on the questionnaire, our sample population is not rep-
resentative of all Web users with regard to age, gender, origin, and background. While
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this prevents us from making generalizable claims about visual exploration, we have
significant evidence for its potential utility to some information seekers.

Realistic tasks and relevant information. Many participants commented on the par-
ticular dataset, and suggested other information collections that are more relevant to
them. These suggestions show that participants considered using visual exploration
for personally relevant tasks and information. These suggestions also point at future
studies to provide visual exploration interfaces for information spaces that are more
relevant to the information seekers. It would be valuable to investigate the use of vi-
sual exploration in particular domains with realistic scenarios.

Deeper understanding. With our study approach, we rely on logs recorded by the
system and voluntary feedback from interested participants. Our understanding of the
experience that participants have while using the system remains at a certain level. To
gain a deeper understanding, we need to find ways to learn more about participants’
curiosity, satisfaction, and insight while using interactive visualizations for exploring
information spaces. The question remains as to whether Web-based studies can be
designed for this level of understanding, or whether observational lab studies with
semi-structured interviews are more appropriate.

7. CONCLUSION
Searching and browsing have been the main techniques for seeking and navigating
information resources on the Web. Over recent years the rise of interactive maps and
tag clouds suggests the potential of visualization for information seeking. The main
contribution of this work is a conceptual and empirical investigation into a new ap-
proach to interacting with large information spaces using interactive visualizations.
Based on previous work on information seeking and visualization, we introduced the
notion of visual exploration as a novel type of information seeking that uses interac-
tive visualizations for query formulation and graphical overviews. Complementing the
established navigation methods of searching and browsing, visual exploration contin-
ues the trend towards high-level and more engaging ways of navigating information
on the Web. Using a Web-based visual exploration system providing three coordinated
visualizations for visual overviews and query formulation, we carried out a large-scale
Web study on the performance and benefits of visual exploration for information seek-
ing on the Web. The results of this mixed-method Web study underline the potential of
visual exploration as a new form of information seeking, and reveal difficult challenges
for designing, engineering, and studying visual exploration systems. While the study
results are very encouraging, more research is necessary to create highly responsive,
flexible, and intuitive interfaces for visually exploring growing information spaces.
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